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Efficient privilege review
Accelerated privilege review and
privilege log creation to save
attorney time for review.

Consistent documents
Automated data entry and privilege
log version control for consistency
across the review workflow.

Privilege review and the creation of a privilege log are time-consuming and inefficient, involving arduous and
error-prone data entry. And due to the sensitive nature of the content, this process must be completed by more
experienced attorneys, incurring costs that are disproportionate relative to the number of documents being
addressed. Further, relying on multiple reviewers to make independent decisions on whether documents contain
privilege lends itself to inconsistency and even missing privilege calls.
The Lighthouse PrivSmart application delivers efficiency and consistency for the entire privilege review and
privilege log creation workflow.

What is PrivSmart?
PrivSmart is a combination of complementary technologies built to make your privilege workflow more efficient
and consistent: Privilege Categorization and Privilege Log.
Privilege Categorization has a user-editable privilege search term list to identify and group potentially privileged
documents based on their likelihood to be privileged. These groups can then be assessed and prioritized for
further evaluation.
Privilege Log normalizes names based on metadata and generates a log of privileged materials in a matter
of minutes. A user-friendly interface allows users to customize and manage their final privilege logs, including
managing version control and excluding documents from subsequently generated logs.

The Lighthouse difference
PrivSmart automates the tedious aspects of the privilege review workflow so attorneys can spend their time on
important coding and treatment calls – not on data management and entry.
For the last 25 years, Lighthouse has been helping organizations manage the increasingly complex landscape of
enterprise data for legal teams, and that experience is reflected in PrivSmart.

PrivSmart by the numbers

57%

REDUCTION IN
POTENTIALLY PRIVILEGED
DOCUMENT VOLUME

17%

REDUCTION IN
OVERALL DOCUMENT
VOLUME

Achieved on behalf of a drug store giant responding to a complex
Hart-Scott-Rodino (HSR) Second Request.1
1. Source: Lighthouse PrivSmart case study “Drug Store Giant Sees Significant Data Reduction Through the Combined Power of Expertise and Technology”

FAQs

Is PrivSmart replacing attorney review? No. PrivSmart augments the work of attorneys by handling the
time-consuming and tedious manual steps – faster and with more consistency.
Can I use PrivSmart for a complex case? PrivSmart is user-editable and has an easy-to-use interface so users
can customize the output to fit their unique cases.
What about security? PrivSmart data is managed with the same high security standards as the rest of the
Lighthouse offerings. And Lighthouse has the most advanced security in the industry, hands down.

Connect with us to see how Lighthouse can best support you.
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